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Spare Parts Diagram (fig 8)Specification

Model No ................................................................. CBSPB

Part No ..................................................................... 6460125

Motor ........................................................................ 230V, 50Hz, 1Ph

Watts ......................................................................... 1000

Running Current ...................................................... 5Amps

Fuse Rating .............................................................. 13Amps

Blade Speed ............................................................ 40 - 88 M/min (2 - 4.6ft/s)

Cutting Capacity at 90o .. Round ......................... 85 mm

Rectangular ............... 85x100mm

Cutting Capacity at 45o Round ......................... 64 mm

Rectangular ............... 60x75mm

Angle Cut ................................................................. 0 - 45 Degrees

Weight ...................................................................... 18kg

Noise Level ............................................................... 87.5dB *

*(Sound Power Level) Whilst Cutting

Proper use of this Machine
This  portable machine has been designed to cut metal bar and metal sections
(i.e. flat/round bar, sections, extrusions etc.) in any suitable working area.
The Portable design allows it to be moved safely between working areas.
(see suitable working area)

Restrictions of Use
This saw is NOT suitable for cutting:

• Metals greater than  85 mm thickness.

• Stone, rubber, bones, etc.

DO NOT  fit any other tool or combination of blades.

DO NOT  use as a hand held machine.

DO NOT  modify the machine or its guards/controls in any way.

DO NOT  use with any covers/guards removed.
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Thank you for purchasing your new Clarke Bandsaw. Before attempting to operate
this bandsaw please read this instruction manual thoroughly and follow all
directions carefully. This is for your own safety and that of others around you, and
to help you achieve long and trouble free service from your bandsaw.

Guarantee
This product is guaranteed against faults in manufacture for 12 months from
purchase date. Keep your receipt as proof of purchase. This guarantee is invalid
if the product has been abused or tampered with in any way, or not used for the
purpose for which it is intended. The reason for return must be clearly stated. This
guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

For your own Safety

WARNING!  Read these safety instructions in conjunction with the operating
instructions, before using the equipment.

• Always wear suitable eye protection, manufactured to the latest European
Safety Standards, when using the bandsaw.

• Keep your hands and fingers clear of the blade when sawing.

• Set the blade guide/guard assembly as close as possible to the workpiece.

• Switch off the saw, and make sure the blade has come to a complete stop
before cleaning.

• Keep the saw properly adjusted, paying particular attention to the blade
tension  and the blade guides.

• Disconnect the saw from the mains supply before removing the cover.

• Avoid accidental starting. Ensure switch is in ‘OFF’ position before plugging in.

• Do not operate this saw while under the influence of Drugs, Alcohol or any
Medication.

• NEVER leave this saw running unattended. Turn power OFF. Don’t leave tool
until it comes to a  complete stop.

• Keep children away. All visitors should be kept a safe distance from the work
area, especiallywhile operating unit.

• Wear proper apparel. Loose clothing or jewellery may get caught in moving
parts. Wear protective hair covering to contain long hair.

• NEVER attempt to free a stalled saw blade without first turning the saw OFF.
Turn off power switch immediately to prevent motor damage.

• Do not force the machine. It will do a better and safer job at the rate for which
it was designed.

• ALWAYS secure your workpiece using the vise..NEVER hold by hand when cutting.
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Spare Parts Diagram (fig 7)



Electrical Connections

Connect the mains lead to a standard 230V (50Hz) electrical supply through an
approved 13Amp BS1363 plug, or a suitably fused isolator switch.

WARNING!  This Appliance must be Earthed

The wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code:

Green & Yellow - Earth

Blue - Neutral

Brown - Live

As the colours of the flexible cord of this appliance may not correspond with the
coloured markings identifying terminals in your plug proceed as follows:

• Connect GREEN & YELLOW coloured cord to plug terminal marked with a letter
E or Earth symbol  “       ”or coloured GREEN or GREEN & YELLOW.

• Connect BROWN coloured cord to plug terminal marked with a letter L or
coloured RED

• Connect BLUE coloured cord to plug terminal marked with a letter N or coloured
BLACK

IMPORTANT:
If this appliance is fitted with a plug which is moulded on to the electric

cable (i.e. non- re-wireable) please note:

1. The plug must be thrown away if it is cut from the electric cable. There is a
danger of electric shock if it is subsequently inserted into a socket outlet.

2. Never use the plug without the fuse cover fitted.

3. Should you wish to replace a detachable fuse carrier, ensure that the correct
replacement is used (as indicated by marking or colour code).

4. Replacement fuse covers can be obtained from your local dealer or most
electrical stockists.

5. The fuse in the plug must be replaced with one of the same rating (13  amps)
and this replacement must be ASTA approved to BS1362.

IMPORTANT:
If in any doubt, do not attempt any electrical repair yourself.

Consult a qualified technician
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Parts and Service

For  Spare Parts and servicing, please contact your local dealer, or
Clarke International on one of the following Numbers:

Parts and Service  Tel: 020 8988 7400

Parts and Service  Fax: 020 8558 3622
or e-mail as follows:

Parts: Parts@clarkeinternational.com

Service:Service@clarkeinternational.com

No. Description Part No.

94 Screw SBPB094
95 Bearing SBPB095
96 Screw SBPB096
97 Bearing Shaft SBPB097
98 Washer SBPB098
99 Bearing SBPB099
100 Washer SBPB100
101 Blade Guide Fibre SBPB1101102
102 Bearing Plate SBPB102
103 Bearing Shoulder Bolt SBPB103
104 Bearing Shoulder Bolt SBPB104
105 Hex Bolt SBPB105
106 Hex Nut SBPB106
107 Bearing Cover SBPB107
108 Bearing SBPB108
109 Washer SBPB109

110 Bearing SBPB110
111 Screw SBPB111
112 Screw SBPB112
113 Spring SBPB113
114 Washer SBPB114
115 Washer SBPB115
116 Angle Lock Nut SBPB116
117 Screw SBPB117
118 Lock Plate SBPB118
119 Screw SBPB119
120 Washer SBPB120
121 Fly Wheel SBPB121
122 Blade SBPB122
123 Screw SBPB123
124 Blade Cover SBPB124
125 Drive Wheel SBPB125

Fault Finding
Most operational problems with the saw can be corrected by adjusting the blade
tension, or the blade guides. Poor adjustment will lead to the blade wandering,
not cutting in a straight line, or slipping from the wheels. It can even result in the
blade breaking.

Ensure the machine is always correctly set up and adjusted, and that the blade
teeth are pointing downward toward the table. Similarly, if the blade is blunt or
has lost its set, or is bent or cracked, it will not cut easily or in a straight line. A
damaged or blunt blade must be replaced.

No. Description Part No.



Check  Before Use
Except for the Blade Tension Adfjustment Knob (1, Fig. 1), your Bandsaw comes
ready assembled and has the blade installed. However, blade tension must be
set and the blade must be run in for a short period before use (see ‘Adjustments’).

To assemble the Blade Tension Adjustment Knob, simply screw it in place.

The Bandsaw has a Locking Pin (11), that allows it to be safely moved from one
place to another. Upon opening the carton you will find that the pin is in the
locked position to avoid any damage whilst in transit. To use the saw the Locking
Pin must be moved to the unlocked position by pulling the knob outwards.

Suitable Working Area : The Bandsaw should be used in a well lit area on a suitable
sturdy work surface avoiding areas that are excessively damp and away from
flammable materials.

Figure (1)  Front View

 1 Blade Tension Adjustment Knob

 2 Blade Guide Adjusting Knob

 3 Adjustable Blade Guide

 4 Work Piece Clamp

 5 Cutting Length Stop

 6 Saw Base

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

 6  7

 8

9

 10

 11
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 7 Angle Adjuster

 8 Cutting Handle / Trigger

 9 Saw Body

10 Motor

11   Saw Head Locking Pin

Spare Parts List
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No. Description Part No. No. Description Part No.

1 Balance Support SBPB001
2 Hex Screw Head SBPB002
3 Base SBPB003
4 Screw SBPB004
5 Hex Nut SBPB005
6 Base Feet SBPB006
7 Screw SBPB007
8 Washer SBPB008
9 Stop Washer SBPB009
10 Stop Screw SBPB010
11 Angle Scale Screw SBPB011
12 Angle Scale SBPB012
13 Plastic Ring SBPB013
14 Pin SBPB014
15 Clamp Vice SBPB015
16 Plastic Cover SBPB016
17 Pin SBPB017
18 Pin SBPB018
19 Plastic Cover SBPB019
20 Pin SBPB020
21 Hex Nut SBPB021
22 Hex Nut SBPB022
23 Washer SBPB023
24 Support SBPB024
25 Hex Nut SBPB025
26 Washer SBPB026
27 Washer SBPB027
28 Support Screw SBPB028
29 Nut SBPB029
30 Washer SBPB030
31 Spring SBPB031
32 Screw SBPB032
33 Control Box Casing SBPB033
34 Screw SBPB034
35 Screw SBPB035
36 On / Off SBPB036
37 Speed Control SBPB037
38 On / Off Switch SBPB038
39 Screw SBPB039
40 Control Panel SBPB040
41 Screw SBPB041
42 Connector Cover SBPB042
43 Power Lead SBPB043
44 Motor Spindle SBPB044
45 Brushes SBPB045
46 Trigger Switch SBPB046

47 Handle Grip SBPB047
48 Blade Guide Body SBPB048
49 Washer SBPB049
50 Blade Guide Knob SBPB050
51 Screw SBPB051
52 Motor Cover SBPB052
53 Screw SBPB053
54 Casing SBPB054
55 Bush SBPB055
56 Hex Nut SBPB056
57 Washer SBPB057
58 Blade Guide Bearing SBPB058
59 Screw SBPB059
60 Pin SBPB060
61 Screw SBPB061
62 Blade Guard SBPB062
63 Trigger Wire SBPB063
64 Handle Bar SBPB064
65 Washer SBPB065
66 Bearing SBPB066
67 Bearing Shoulder Bolt SBPB067
68 Bearing Shoulder Bolt SBPB068
69 Bush SBPB069
70 Washer SBPB070
71 Gear SBPB071
72 Gear SBPB072
73 Bush SBPB073
74 Washer SBPB074
75 Washer SBPB075
76 Bush SBPB076
77 O-Ring SBPB077
78 Bearing SBPB078
79 Gear SBPB079
80 Bearing SBPB080
81 Washer SBPB081
82 Bush SBPB082
83 Saw Body SBPB083
84 Blade Tension Collar SBPB084
85 Spring SBPB085
86 Tension Knob SBPB086
88 Screw SBPB088
89 Screw SBPB089
90 Cable Clamp SBPB090
91 Hex Nut SBPB091
92 Washer SBPB092
93 Hex Bolt SBPB093



Maintenance

Changing the Blade   (Figs. 1, 2 and 3)

When the blade becomes worn or defective in any way it should be replaced
immediately to avoid damage to the machine. The following process details how
to change the blade. Once the blade has been replaced it is recommended
that the blade is ‘Run In’ for a short period. (see ‘Running In’ the Blade)

1. Loosen the Blade Guide Adjusting Knob (2) and slide the Blade Guide (3) fully
back away from the Fixed Blade Guard (14).

2. Remove the Blade Cover (see fig 2 inset) by unscrewing the four securing screws
from the saw body.

3. Slacken  blade tension by turning the Blade Tension Adjusting Knob (1)
anticlockwise as far as it will go.

4. Using a 10mm Spanner slacken the Guide Bearing Securing Screws (see fig 3
inset) just  enough so that you can easily remove the blade from the guides.

5. Remove the blade, first from the blade guides (3) & (14) and then from the
drive and fly wheels, (12) & (13) taking care of the sharp edge.

NOTE:
When handling the blade it is recommended that a good pair of industrial gloves are
worn.

6. Insert the new blade by first inserting between the Blade Guides (3) & (14), fig.2,
and then on to the drive wheel (12) and fly wheel (13).

7. Tension the Blade so that is correctly positioned in the centre of the Drive and
fly wheels .

NOTE:
It is not necessary to accurately adjust the tension at this stage, no attempt should be
made to switch on the motor while the Blade Cover is removed.

8. Tighten the Blade Guide Bearing screws (see fig 3 inset) so that the bearings
are in light contact with the blade.

9. Replace the Blade Cover  (see fig 2 inset) using the four securing screws.

10. Reset the Adjustable Blade Guide (3) (see Adjustments).

11. Reset the Blade Tension (see Adjustments).

Cleaning

It is recommended that the Bandsaw is kept clear of any swarf or residue by
cleaning with a brush or a suitable vacuum cleaner, paying particular attention
to the Blade Guides. Keeping the Vise clean will ensure that the work is sitting
square to the blade, giving a more accurate cut.
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Adjustments

To ensure safe operation and to get the best from your bandsaw, various
adjustments must be made. The adjustments will need to be checked each time
the bandsaw is set up for a new job, or when the blade is replaced, and after any
maintenance.

To achieve the best performance, and to maintain the maximum level of safety,
the blade must be set up correctly. Blade tension must be set up to ensure the
blade circulates correctly. The blade cutting area is supported by Blade Guides
(3) and (14) to support the blade whilst cutting.

It is essential that the saw is maintained in good condition with blade tension and
blade guide adjustments checked and attended to on a regular basis.

To Tension the Blade (Fig. 2)

Blade tension is set by turning the Blade Tension Adjusting Knob (1) clockwise to
increase tension, anticlockwise to decrease. The Blade Tension Adjusting Knob
has a spring lock to ensure the knob does not move during use or whilst the
bandsaw is being moved.

The blade needs to be tight enough to produce a straight cut without allowing it
to wander or slip, but must not be too tight so that it is rigid, there must be a
certain degree of flexibility.

A few minutes using the machine will allow you to get a feel for the correct blade
tension. If the saw is not being used for some time, we recommend that you relieve
the tension on the blade.

NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the Blade Cover to adjust the blade tension. The cover
should ONLY be removed when replacing the blade or carrying out any other maintenance.

To Adjust the Blade Guides
The Adjustable Blade Guide is provided to ensure that the blade is supported as
close to the workpiece as possible, and also to ensure that any area of the blade
that is not used for cutting is covered. The Adjustable Blade Guide must always
be set as close to the work as possible.

The guide is adjusted by slackening the Adjuster Knob (15), allowing it to be moved
as close to the cutting area as possible before securing again, firmly, with the
securing knob (see Fig.3)

WARNING!  NEVER attempt to adjust the Blade Guide whilst the machine is
running.  Ensure the machine is switched OFF.



Figure (5)  Side View

 21 Clamping Nut

 22 Rotating Support

 23 Angle Indicator Scale

25 45 Degree Stop

(9)
(10)

24 0  Degree Stop

26 Speed Control Knob

22

21

23

24

26

25

Figure (6)  Cutting Guide

(Table 6b) Cutting Speed Guide

(Fig 6a) Profile Clamping Guide

Stainless Steel 40 M/Min Speed Setting 1

Ordinary Steel 60 M/Min Speed Setting 3

Light Alloys 88 M/Min Speed Setting 6
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Datum
edge

Figure (2)  Blade Cover Removed

12 Drive Wheel

13 Fly Wheel

14 Fixed Blade Guide

 1 Blade Tension Adjustment Knob

 3 Adjustable Blade Guide

(9)
(10)

Figure (3)  Blade Guides

15 Blade Guide Adjusting Knob

 3 Adjustable Blade Guide

14 Fixed Blade Guide

15

3

14

12

13

14

1

3
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To Adjust Cutting Head Stops (Ref. fig 4)

The Cutting Head of the Bandsaw is spring loaded so that the head easily returns to,
and remains, in its upright position whilst not cutting. The movement of the head
can be set by using the Stops provided. The Head Return Stop Screw (17) determines
where the Cutting Head will return to in its upright position and the Cutting Depth
Stop (16) sets the maximum travel downwards. Both screws have a locking nut that
allows the stops to be locked when the required settings have been made.

WARNING!  Never attempt to set the Cutting Head Stops whilst the machine
is operating. Ensure the Bandsaw is switched OFF whilst making any
adjustments.

Figure (4)  Side View

16 Cutting Depth Stop

17 Head Return Stop

18 Cutting Length Stop Support Rod

20 Cutting Length Stop

(9)(10)

17

16

19

18

20
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19 Cutting Length Stop Adjustment Clamp

Using the Bandsaw

Running In the Blade
To gain the maximum working life from your blade it is essential to run it in for a
short period of time. This is done by applying a smaller cutting pressure on the first
few cuts made by the blade. As a guide the ‘Running In’ cutting pressure should
be half the normal cutting pressure, and therefore should take twice as much
time to complete the cut.

‘Running In’ the blade will prolong the blades working life and should be carried
out on all new blades after the initial adjustments have been made.

Setting the Cutting Length Stop  (Ref. fig 4)

A work stop is provided with your Bandsaw which allows you to set a cutting length
that can be used to cut numerous pieces to the same length. To do this the cutting
length Stop Support Rod (18) must be fitted to the saw base by threading it into
the hole provided and locking it in place with the securing nuts (see fig 4 insert).
The Stop (20) can then be attached to the Support Rod (18) using the Stop
Adjustment Clamp (19).

WARNING!  Never attempt to set the stop while the blade is turning.
Ensure that the Bandsaw is switched off while making any adjustment.

Setting the Angle cutting Gauge  (Ref. fig 5)

The Bandsaw allows you to cut angles from  0-45 degrees using the Angle Indicator
Scale (23). To adjust the cutting angle loosen the Clamping Nut (21) with a 17mm
spanner and turn the Rotating Support (22) until the edge of the support is aligned
with the angle you want to cut. Tighten the Clamping Nut (21).
Two  Stops are located at  0 degrees (24) and 45 degrees (25) to ensure the rotation
is kept within 45 degrees. When setting the blade back to 0 degrees a quick
check, with a square, of the angle between the blade and a piece of metal held
in the vise, will ensure an accurate cut.

WARNING!  Never start the bandsaw while the clamping nut is loose.
Ensure that the Bandsaw is switched off while making any adjustment.

Cutting with the Bandsaw  (Ref.  .fig 6)

Care must be taken to ensure that the right speed is selected, using the Speed
Control Knob (26, fig.5), for the material to be cut (see Table 6b), and that the work
piece is clamped effectively. If the material has a section profile (i.e. I or U Section),
please refer to the diagram (fig 6a). The maximum cut that can be made by the
Bandsaw is as follows :

At 90o Round = 85mm Dia : Square = 85mm : Rectangular 85 x 105mm  :

At 45o Round = 64mm Dia : Square = 60mm : Rectangular 60 x 75mm  :

WARNING! Always ensure that the work piece is tightly clamped before
cutting. Never attempt to hold the work piece by hand.
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